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Bach and Handel between them crowned the
age of polyphony that had lasted for two hundred
rears or more After them it Is hardly surprising
that composers began looking for a new style
already anticipated in the music of Rameau and
particularly Domiruco Scarlatti (16S5-1737)
whose harpsichord sonatas foreshadowed the
classical sonata form that was to dominate music
for the next two hundred years The change in
musical style about 1750 was partly the result of a
change in musical patronage Bach was the last
great composer to earn his living through being
employed by the church The new patrons were
the nobihty wlio liked to have a composer on
hand to write for the various evening entertain
ments of the time For this purpose the princes
and dukea had then1 own orchestras and their own
small opera houses The music required bad to
be elegant formal galant Haydn was excep
tionally fortunate in having an employer Prince
Nicholas of Esterhazy who allowed Vrn to write
more of less as he wished so that he was able to
develop symphonic form into something more than
a pleasing way of passing an evening
The early symphomsts culminating in Haydn
broke away from Bach s contrapuntal treatment
of the orchestra Instruments now came to be
treated in a more colourful manner according to
their particular timbre The court of Mannheim
had an orchestra of a standard unheard hitherto
and Johann fetamitz (1717-57) and his son Karl
(1746-1801) influenced the great composers who
were to follow in their footsteps The composition
of their orchestra v-as flexible oboes flutes and
horns often being added to the standard string
section Bach s son Carl Philipp Emonuel (1714-
88) added to and developed symphonic and sonata
form especially as regards keys and subjects
Haydn and Mozart
These two figures dominate the second half of
the 18th cent as Bach and Handel did the first
In a brief space only a general picture can be pre
sented of their huge output and influence Of
Haydn s 104 symphonies (there may even be
others) more than half are worthy of study and
hearing The craftsmanship is always remark
able the invention ever new Indeed without
Haydn s harmonic daring ot bfo melodic in
eenuity the even greater symphonic thought of
Beethoven would have been impossible Haydn
laid the groundwork oa which his successor btult
towering edifices A work such as the 93id
symphony in D is typical of his mature style with
its searching introduction powerfully wrought
earnestly argued first movement beautiful Largo
and resourceful bustling finale Haydn did not
fight shy of contrapuntal writing the develop
merit section of this symphony s first movement
and the finale are evidence of that tint it was only
as an integral part of a predominantly homophonio
technique
Mozart s symphonies are not so different in
form from Haydn s but—and this must be a sub
aective judgment—he put more emotional feeling
into his Nobody could listen to the heart-
searching first movement of his 40th symphony
without being deeply moved. It was m his final
three works to the medium that Mozart brought
his symphonic art to perfection and these obvi
ously had an effect on Haydn s later symphonies
written after them For passion and tenderness
contained within a classical form these late sym
phonies and many other of Mozart s works have
yet to be surpassed
Haydn -who has been rightly termed 'the
Father of the Symphony was also the founder of
the string Quartet—perhaps the most perfect
because the most exactly balanced, form of musical
expression. The four Instruments—two viohns
viola and cello—discuss argue commune with
each other over the whole gamut of f eehng In
his quartets Haydn s mastery of structure is even
more amazing than in his symphonies Mozart s
quartets (especially the six devoted to Haydn)
and even more his quintets achieve miracles of
beauty in sound nowhere more so than in the first
movement of the G minor (his most personal key)
 quintet The two late piano quartets show how
the piano can be ideally combined with strings
His clarinet quintet is also a masterly work
Haydn did not leave any concertos of conee
quence Mozart s especially those for piano are
among his greatest works As a brilliant clavier
player himself he showed a consummate skill m
writing for the keyboard Although the instru
ment he knew was slightly less advanced than the
piano today his concertos call for virtuosity in
execution yet they are as searching m emotional
content as the late symphonies and Quartets
Indeed the C major concerto (K 467) and the C
minor (K 4S1) may be said to hold the qumte°sen
tial Mozart As well as twenty (mature) piano
concertos Mozart wrote bix for the violin four
for the horn and eighteen others but none of these
delightful as they are can be placed in quite the
same class
Of their church music Haydn s sixteen masses
and his oratorios—The Creation and the Seasons
(both late works)—are perhaps more woithy of
attention than Mozart s various masses but we
must not forget Moaart s final work—the Keatuem
or the serene late Motet Ave Venaii cot-bus
Eighteenth-century Opera
Mozart—for many the first greit opexa com
poser—did not of course create his masterpieces
out of nothing In France Lully was followed
by Rameau (1683-1764) who carried on his
tradition of using classical themes but developed
a more flexible style of recitative and greatly m
creased vividness of expression But it was
Gluck (1714-87) who more than anyone broke out
of the straitjacket of the now ossified Italian form,
of opera—dominated by the singer—and showed
just what could be achieved in moving human
terms Drama ha music really came of age with
his Orfeo e Eurydice (1762) Aleeste (1767) and
lylngtnie en Tawnde (1779) His simplicity and
poignancy of expression were not lost on Mozart
Meanwhile in Germany a kind of opera called
Singsyiel appeared during the 18th cent Break
ing away from classical themes mundane stories
were told in dialogue and music
Until quite recently Haydn s operas were dis
missed as unworthy representations of his genius
but chiefly through the enlightening efforts of the
Haydn scholar H C Eobins Landon some of his
fifteen surviving works in the medium have been
successfully revived They have proved to be
perfectly viable for the stage and especially in
the ensembles full of that delightful invention to
be found in the rest of his opus if on a less fully
developed scale Still as musical drama they
inevitably fall far short of Mozart s achievements
for the younger composer seems to have had an
instinctive feeling for the stage. Into his operas
he poured his most intense personal nrusic He
vividly portrays the foibles desires loves and
aspirations of mankind
The earlier immature stage pieces of his youth
led to such works as Lwno Sdla (1772) and La
Fwta Chardmiera (1775) with their first glimpses
of the glories to come His fust indubitably great
opera is laomeneo (1781) Despite its unpro
mlfiingly static plot Idomenpo reveals Mozart s
stature through its ability to breathe new life into
a conventional overa sena form Though m
fluenced by Gluck it is yet more human and touch
ing in its musical expression To succeed this
Mozart wrote a much more frivolous piece Die
EntfOJimng a«a Hem Serail Stemming from the
Singsptel tradition it none the less creates real
life characters who have much charming music to
sing
Aftei three lesser pieces Mozart embarked on
his four masterpieces—Le Noxze <iK Itigaro (1786)
Don Gwvanni (1787) Cos* fan tutte (17QO), and
Die ZaubetflGte (1791)
Figaro as well as being & delightful comedy
explores more fully than any previous opera
situation and character which find expression in

